
Product Name: Jacket And Pant Fabric: 80%polyester 20%Cotton 240gsm

Weight: 240gsm Color: Navy Blue

Season: Autumn

 
 
Pants and shirt  supplier china,  cotton work suit for men

 
Specifications:
 
Size European size (from s to 5xl) or customized size
Minimum quantity 1500pcs-2000pcs
Design European standard 
Samples 7-10 working days
Package Each one in a poly bag or as customers’need
Color Navy blue or Black
Logo Yes



Feature Europ style
Application Light feeling
Function Multi pockets and polular workwear
Weight 190g/m2
Fabric 65%Polyester 35%Cotton
Pockets Multi pockets
 
Description:
 
1.Firstly, It's a two piece working suit. It includes pant and jacket,
 
2. It sales to Spainish Market, that's to say, it 's famous in European market design. 
 
3.The fabric is 65%Polyester 35%Cotton  or 80%polyester 20%Cotton fabric High quality fabric.
 
4.Zipper/ Knit wrist in cuff , keep you warmth and windproof.Clean and efficient when you working.
 
5.Elasitc back waist.
 
6.Navy Blue Color or Royal Blue Color , it let your style is striking and bright.
 
7.Marched blue color nylon zipper, not easy to lose your tools , coin , or telephone.
 
8.Classic design make your life easier and make the cost-effective.
 
9. If you don't like zipper pockets, we can change it's design for you. 
 
10. A long zipper in front.
 
11.Elasitc band in the waist.
 
12.Flap in pockets in the knee.
 
 
Competitive Advantage:
 
 
The fabric logo and coverall size depend on your requirements.If we done this,the delivery time can
be fast.
Fashion and popular model in Middle east countries, we have cooperated with many big companies in
Dubai, Qatar, Oman,Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
 



Applications:
 
Government
Organizations

Telecommunications, post offices, hospital, schools;

Public Places subway, highway,airports, stations, gas stations,oil station; toll
stations, bookstores, parks, exhibition halls, stadiums, museums,
convention centers, ticket agencies, HR market, lottery centers;
Real Estate Property: Apartments, villas, offices, commercial
buildings, model rooms, property brokers;

Entertainments Movie theaters, fitness halls, country clubs, clubs, massage
rooms, bars, cafes, Internet bars, beauty shops, golf course
 

 












